Efficacy and safety of concurrent immunoradiotherapy in patients with metastatic melanoma after progression on nivolumab.
The objective of this study was to evaluate the efficacy and safety of concurrent immune checkpoint inhibitor therapy and radiotherapy (immunoradiotherapy) in patients with metastatic melanoma after progression on nivolumab. A retrospective review was performed on 16 consecutive patients with metastatic melanoma treated with concurrent immunoradiotherapy after progression on nivolumab. Best responses to immunoradiotherapy were assessed either inside or outside of the radiation fields. The target lesions ratio (the sum of the diameters of the target lesions inside the irradiated fields/all target lesions) was also assessed. Among the patients, seven received ipilimumab and radiotherapy (Ipi-RT), six received nivolumab and radiotherapy (Nivo-RT), and three sequentially received Ipi-RT and Nivo-RT. The overall response rate (all patients regardless of inside or outside radiation fields) was 30%. The response rate inside the radiation fields was 68.8% for all patients combined. The response rates of Ipi-RT and Nivo-RT inside the radiation fields were 37.5 and 100% (P = 0.03), respectively. Grade 3 adverse events were observed in three patients treated with Ipi-RT. The target lesions ratio was a predictive marker of disease control rate among patients treated with Nivo-RT. This study showed that concurrent immunoradiotherapy is an option for patients with metastatic melanoma after progression on nivolumab.